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SAMPLE LEARNING CONTRACT (ACTION PLAN) 

Allied Health Department | Mineral Area College 
 

Program:     ❑ Nursing   ❑ Paramedic   ❑ EMT    ❑ Radiology 

Student Name: ________________________________________ MAC Student ID: _________________ 

 
Identified Area Requiring Remediation 

I am not able to demonstrate competency regarding ACLS algorithms. 

 
 

Goal/Objective 

I will achieve 100% competency regarding ACLS algorithms. I will be able to successfully apply the ACLS 

algorithms in laboratory scenarios. 
 

Motivation 

Sound knowledge and the ability to apply ACLS algorithms is an important part of being an effective 

medical professional. This content knowledge will make up a significant part of licensure. 

 

Action Steps Timing 

1. Review all ACLS algorithms and identify the ones I’m weak in. By the end of the week 

2. Study the ACLS algorithms by writing them and making flash cards. Start Aug 3 for 7 days 

3. Review the scenario exercises to help apply the algorithms correctly. Start Aug 10 for 7 days 

 

Obstacles Responses 

Bill’s birthday party Friday night I will study before the party 

Deer season starts this weekend I will wait until next week to go hunting 

I do not understand symptomatic bradycardia I will make an appointment with my instructor 

 

Resources 

My spouse is willing to help me study with flash cards. 

 
 

Progress Evaluation | I will have met my goal when: 

I can restate all of the ACLS algorithms without errors. I can write out all of the ACLS algorithms 

without errors. I understand why each algorithm is applied to various scenarios. 
 

Communication | I will be accountable by: 

I will email my instructor each week with my progress. I will complete my remediation assignment on time 

as schedule by my instructor. I will meet with Bob next week to quiz me and provide feedback. 

 
Student Printed Name: _______________________  MAC Student ID: __________________ 
 
Student Signature: _______________________  Date Signed:  __________________ 


